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Congratulations, just by reading this short and simple ebook you have taken a BIG step

towards growing your business! 

 

Now to be completely honest since this free eguide was originally created my page has

grown to over 3000 likes using my $3/day ad technique I teach my clients. This however is

the perfect place to start if you have been struggling to grow your business page.

 

I am so glad you have made the decision to get serious about growing your FB following

and am so grateful that you are actually taking the time out of your busy schedule to read

this! As a multiple business owner, mother of three, I totally understand how busy we are

all these days! But by taking just a few minutes to read through this ebook instead of

scrolling through FB you are doing yourself and your business a BIG favour! So grab a cup

of coffee or tea and let's dig in.  

 

So when I first started in my business I wanted to focus solely on in person clients. But as

years passed I eventually decided to follow the advice of my mentors and leaned into the

online world. When I did something amazing happened. My business EXPLODED! I

suddenly had more clients than ever! 

 

Here is what we are going to cover: 

Whether you are focussing on in person clients, online or both. The information here is

going to get you more action on your FB page, more clients which means more PROFIT! 

 

How to get more comments on your posts and more likes on your page

 

How to apply some of my techniques that will book you more clients

 

Give you simple examples/action steps to grow your business for FREE 

 

I am so excited to share these post types and examples with you and I know these will

change the whole way you treat social media! 

 

 

Tanza Elin Stahl

       Founder of Psychic Biz School and the Modern Day Mystic Mastermind

Introduction
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"The secret to success 
is simple: 

You must be more
determined than you 

are doubtful."
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Now I am not claiming to have 100k followers or anything like that (well not yet anyway)

but I am proud of the following I have built on FB without paying a ton in advertising! 

 

Here are some simple post examples that you can take, apply to your own business and

start using NOW! 

 

You may be wondering why does any of this really matter? Well here's the deal: The way

FB works these days if the people who "like" your page do not comment or like your posts

FB will stop showing them the activity on your page! Which then means they get busy

with life and forget about you and your business--we can't let that happen! 

 

As mindful entrepreneurs we often have HUGE visibility blocks, our work is about helping

others and not so much about us--right? And so your work should be, however you NEED

to remind people you are there to help them! The more people that see you, know about

your business, the more people you are going to be able to help, the more your business will

grow (and the more income you will make!) 

 

So let's dive in.
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How to grow your page!



Chances are if you are an intuitive you likely have multiple decks of cards laying around.

Grab them, snap a pic.

Offer to draw a card

One of my favourites!  Lay out a spread ABCD or ABC and allow them to choose their card

Interactive Insight
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I happen to collect tea cups so I often use them for interactive readings. But crystals,

runes they all have great responses

Be unique!

This is a fun way to keep yourself and some of your followers accountable. It could be a

meditation challenge, a journaling challenge, decluttering, etc. The possibilities are

endless! Plus it will keep you posting each and every day!

Start a challenge!
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I love this one! They may not get as many comments, reach or views but still such a great

way to interact!

Ask a question!



These are so fun! Get your clients to use that gorgeous intuition of theirs and get some

action going on your page! You can use photo/video!

Intuitive Exercises!
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It could be a deck of cards, a future,

present, past email reading, a free

session, some reiki, an essential oil etc

.

Do a giveaway!

If you are running a special be sure to

post about it LOTS! But always remind

people of your openings (often they will

not comment but will pm you)

Post about your

availabilities!



Always make things fun and super clear! 

People come to Facebook to shut off their mind typically, 

so don't over complicate things.  

 

Remind people!

Be sure to remind people to share the post, to like- to comment. 

ASK them to help you grow your page!  

 

You can never give too much! 

But remind them to buy/book your services as well! 

 

Be consistent! 

As human beings we love routine so your followers 

will begin to wait for your regular posts!  

 

Let your followers get to know you! 

They come to see you and share their struggles and challenges

so don't be hesitant to give them a sneak peek into your life.
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A few things to remember



Hey you Amazing Mystic,

I’m Tanza a Spiritual Business Mentor and Coach

 

I teach amazing Mystics just like you to build a business 

that will transform the lives of your clients and build you

a spiritual business that generates a six-figure income!

 

 

I am not someone who just thinks it is possible I KNOW first hand it is!  See I built my business as

a Psychic Medium and Intuitive Energy Healer -- and I was the healer who was always investing

in learning more, offering more, doing mentorship after mentorship -- but you know what NONE

of these mentors were actually teaching me how to get MORE clients!  

 

When I did accidentally stumble across some marketing knowledge in a life coaching

certification my whole business exploded!  Sounds great right? 

 

It was -- until I burnt the F out!  

 

My anxiety levels went through the roof and I knew it wasn’t Spirit trying to get my attention. 

 

No this was Spirit telling me there is a BETTER way to help my clients and honour my

energy!  As I was laying in bed, cringing because another client was messaging me wanting to

book an appointment-- knowing my waiting list was already six months long. I finally realized

that things had to change!

 

See I took the life coaching course but it didn’t teach me anything about building a program that

honoured my gifts and the transformation I wanted to provide for my clients!  In that moment,

unknown to me, my whole business changed!  BOOM!  

 

I decided to lean all the way into my path of coaching and mentoring spiritual women!  In just 12

months I generated $153,000! AND the best part was I had ENERGY!  I was no longer drained or

had clients coming expecting me to “fix” them, no instead I had clients who were on board, happy

to do the work and their lives were changing!  I

 

t didn’t take long for other Spiritual Coaches or other burnt out Healers to reach out and ask me

to share with them exactly how I did it!  Now I help other healers and intuitives to design their

own Transformational Programs, where they are able to make a genuine transformation in the

lives of their clients all while totally aligned with their soul’s purpose!  

 

The bonus-- they are able to generate an income that provides the freedom they crave while

feeling fulfilled doing what they love most!
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About the Author



If you are ready to get serious about building a successful

business as a healer or intuitive be sure to check out 

 

 

• • • • •

 

Or if your spiritual Business is already getting consistent

clients however you are ready to help your clients achieve an

even deeper transformation and are ready to have a business

set up for success while generating you a six figure income

come learn all about the Modern Day Mystic Mastermind

 

• • • • •

 

The Boss Babes & Mystic Mommas Community 

is a Facebook group dedicated to Spiritual entrepreneurs (or

aspiring ones). It’s is a place to support one another on the

journey of sharing our gifts and services with the world while

making an income for our families!
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Let's work together

The Psychic Biz School

Click Here to Join

https://www.facebook.com/groups/bossbabesmysticmommas/
https://tanzastahl.lpages.co/psychic-biz-school/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/bossbabesmysticmommas/

